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By Sofia Samatar

Small Beer Press, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The first collection of short fiction from a rising star whose stories have been anthologized in
the first two volumes of the Best American Science Fiction and Fantasy series and nominated for
many awards. Some of Samatar s weird and tender fabulations spring from her life and her literary
studies; some spring from the world, some from the void. Praise for Sofia Samatar s Books: The
excerpt from Sofia Samatar s compelling novel A Stranger in Olondria should be enough to make
you run out and buy the book. Just don t overlook her short Selkie Stories Are for Losers, the best
story about loss and love and selkies I ve read in years. --K. Tempest Bradford, NPR An imaginative,
poetic, and dark meditation on how history gets made. --Hello Beautiful Pleasantly startling and
unexpected. Her prose is by turns sharp and sumptuous, and always perfectly controlled.There are
strains here too of Jane Austen and something wilder. --Publishers Weekly (starred review) Like an
alchemist, Sofia Samatar spins golden landscapes and dazzling sentences. --Shelf Awareness
(starred review) Beauty, wonder, and a soaring paean to the power...
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ReviewsReviews

Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica
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